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For reasons unknown, emeralds are still not the popular choice for jewels. Be it a ring, pendant or a
bracelet, the most favorite preference is the diamonds and rubies, and also sapphires, but the
precious green gems still elude the fashion trend. Perhaps it is easy to accessorize oneâ€™s
appearance with safe colors as the colorless diamonds or red rubies or the many-colored sapphires,
whereas, the deep green color is difficult to complement many dresses in oneâ€™s wardrobe.

When the mystical aura of these royal green gems are beautifully set along with sparkling diamonds
in stylish and trendy ring designs these make a spectacularly elegant individual style statement. 
And, such jewels are very appropriate for engagements. Thus, emerald engagement rings are one-
of-a-kind forms of jewelry that may be considered for this special celebration. Rubies and diamonds
are eternally valuable, but, including the precious emeralds in these special moments make the
occasion a little different and also is a royal and stylish choice.

Among the many beautiful choices available for emerald rings, those designs which include
diamonds are truly stunning. Whether set in yellow gold metal or white gold metal, the combination
of these two sparkling jewels is very impressive. Also, designs may vary from classic solitaire setting
to opulent cluster setting. Each piece is unique when emeralds are used. Few contemporary jewelry
designers have started introducing emeralds generously in their collection and their designs are
trendy and stylish yet retaining its timeless elegance.

Whatever may be the occasion, emerald rings may be suitably worn. Anniversaries, weddings,
birthdays, engagements or any other personal celebrations, the green stones accentuate oneâ€™s
appearance. Buying emerald rings may require a little exploration in order to get the best design.
Pres-set rings are the easiest choice as you may immediately select and buy, but, if not satisfied
with what is offered by the jewelers, then one may consider custom-designing the ring. Here are few
beautiful designs which may be considered for sketching an image of the ring: pear cut emerald
tapered cathedral setting solitaire setting in yellow gold metal; emerald-shaped solitaire setting in
white gold metal; oval cut emerald and round diamonds channel set ring; round shape emerald
cross ridged contour setting solitaire ring; cushion shape emerald and round diamonds prong set
ring; round shape emerald ring with pave set diamonds; heart shaped emerald and princess cut
diamonds three stone ring; round shape emerald and tapered baguette diamonds; oval emerald cut
with bezel set solitaire ring; and square cut emerald and princess cut diamonds three stone ring.

A beautiful emerald ring is a must in oneâ€™s jewelry box. Its unique elegance adds more to oneâ€™s attire
than a regular diamond or ruby. Therefore, it is suggested that effort may be made to include these
green valuable stones as part of your precious jewels.
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Vishnu Batwra - About Author:
The author is an expert on gemstone jewelry. Here he suggests that a emerald rings and a emerald
engagement rings are unique and therefore must be included in oneâ€™s jewelry collection.For more
information visit - http://www.gemsny.com
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